PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Collaboration & Career Development Center
EXPANSION PLANS
visit www.Floyd.K12.va.us for more information

Now
Safety &
Security

Students must walk across public roads to get to classes.

with Expanded & Updated Facility
The new Band and Chorus facility will connect the Collaboration
and Career Development Center to the existing high school which
will create a self-contained, secure building with no public roads
passing through the campuses of Floyd County High School or
Floyd Elementary.

Eighth Grade
Learning Center
(redesign of
current CTE
building)

The need for
additional
learning space

The current high school facility does not have adequate

The Eighth Grade Learning Center lets us design a space specific

classroom or specialized space to allow for flexible

to the unique needs of eighth graders – the transition year for

scheduling for all students and teachers. There is no

our students. The Learning Center space allows the recon-

designated area designed specifically for the needs of our

figuration of our current high school as well. This will assist in

transitioning eighth graders.

meeting the current and future needs of our students based on
the new graduation requirements and current workforce
development skills.

The welding, automotive, building trades, health care,

The lab space for all current programs will expand and provide

business, and culinary arts programs are all housed in

room for future growth as college and career needs change. This

cramped and outdated spaces. They have no room to add

expansion will allow students to learn the fundamentals but also

advanced equipment that employers now use. There is no

broaden into additional skills by partnering with businesses to

current space available to add the courses and training

create degree programs through the community college system.

facilities to meet the new graduation requirements and train
students in the current workforce skills while in high school.

The vision is for theses opportunities to be flexible enough to be
offered in the evening so adults can participate as well.

Currently, CTE programs partner with local businesses

Businesses report their number one need is a skilled workforce.

where curriculum and space allow.

FCPS is poised to fill this gap by expanding the space utilized to
train the workforce.

Workforce
Development

Our flexible innovation space allows us to adapt to current skill
training as well as attract businesses to our area by providing
them a skilled workforce development opportunity.

Floyd
Elementary

Floyd Elementary is the largest and most crowded school in

The choir and band building can become part of Floyd Elementary,

the County. Needs additional space.

allowing us to meet their space needs.

